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We demonstrate the growth of high-quality, single crystal, rocksalt LaAs on III-V substrates;
employing thin well-behaved LuAs barriers layers at the III-V/LaAs interfaces to suppress
nucleation of other LaAs phases, interfacial reactions between GaAs and LaAs, and polycrystalline
LaAs growth. This method enables growth of single crystal epitaxial rocksalt LaAs with enhanced
structural and electrical properties. Temperature-dependent resistivity and optical reflectivity
measurements suggest that epitaxial LaAs is semimetallic, consistent with bandstructure
calculations in literature. LaAs exhibits distinct electrical and optical properties, as compared with
previously reported rare-earth arsenide materials, with a room-temperature resistivity of 459 lXC 2012 American Institute of
cm and an optical transmission window >50% between 3-5 lm. V
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4766945]

The semimetallic properties of the rare-earth monopnictides (RE-V), as well as their ability to be epitaxially
embedded as buried films1,2 and nanostructures3 within highquality III-V semiconductors, makes them attractive for a
variety of device applications. Examples include highperformance tunnel junctions for multijunction solar cells,4
epitaxial transparent Ohmic contacts for photonic devices,5
epitaxial low resistance Ohmic contacts for high-frequency
electronics,6 thermoelectrics,7 and plasmonic enhancement
in various devices.8 In particular, a family of epitaxially
compatible semimetals that offer a diversity of optical properties could enable the integration of tailored metallic structures into the core of nanophotonic devices, creating new
opportunities for device design and functionality.
The RE-Vs can be integrated epitaxially with conventional zinc-blende III-V materials under typical growth conditions, resulting in high-quality epitaxial interfaces.1,3
Promising results from Er-V materials motivate a thorough
investigation of the other RE-V materials. However, many of
the RE-V monopnictides, including LaAs, have additional
stable RE-rich and group-V-rich phases. The La-As material
system has three known stable crystalline phases: LaAs,
LaAs2, and La4As3,9 which may each form under different
sets of growth conditions; this greatly increases the difficulty
in determining fundamental material properties and inhibits
potential device applications. In spite of these challenges,
LaAs is particularly attractive for initial investigations as it
represents an endpoint of the lanthanide series, potentially
providing insight into the range of available materials properties, and has the largest lattice constant of the RE-As materials. The rocksalt phase of LaAs has a lattice constant of
6.1504 Å, and is closely lattice-matched to the 6.1 Å family
of III-V zincblende semiconductors.10 More broadly,
understanding how the rare-earth species affects the propera)
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ties of RE-V materials could elucidate the diversity of accessible parameters achievable in the RE-V material system.
Initial attempts to grow LaAs directly on GaAs and
InAs substrates resulted in polycrystalline films with poor
surface morphology over a wide range of molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) growth conditions, possibly due to a combination of both nucleation of additional La-As stable phases
and interfacial reactions with the III-V materials. Based on
these preliminary findings, we developed a technique for the
growth of high-quality LaAs utilizing thin LuAs barrier
layers at the RE-V/III-V heterointerfaces, and characterized
the basic electrical, optical, and structural properties of rocksalt epitaxial single-crystalline LaAs.
Samples were grown by solid-source MBE in an EPI
Mod. Gen. II system. Samples without LuAs layers, shown
schematically in Fig. 1(a), consisted of (100) semi-insulating
GaAs substrates with a (a) 200 nm GaAs buffer, followed by
(b) 5-67 nm of LaAs, and a (c) 15-30 nm GaAs cap. The
growth parameter space was first investigated to attempt to
isolate the growth of rocksalt LaAs. Sweeping substrate temperature from 390 to 500  C, arsenic overpressure from
15 to 50 over the La beam-equivalent pressure (BEP),
and growth rate from 0.05 to 0.1 monolayers/second (ML/s),
failed to identify a growth regime for single-crystalline rocksalt LaAs. The reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) patterns observed in situ during growth (Fig. 2(a))
were indicative of polycrystalline films with poor surface
morphology, under all growth conditions. Higher-order diffraction patterns, as well as severe chevroning, were
observed in the RHEED patterns, suggesting poor quality
films. LaAs films grown on nearly lattice-matched (100)
n-type InAs substrates showed similarly poor RHEED patterns, indicating that strain relaxation was unlikely the cause
of the degraded films. Samples were also analyzed ex situ
using X-ray diffraction (XRD); Fig. 3 plots x-2h scans
exhibiting both the anticipated LaAs peaks, as well as multiple anomalous peaks, consistent with RHEED observations.
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FIG. 1. Layer structures for LaAs growth on (100) GaAs. (a) LaAs layer
grown directly between GaAs layers, (b) LaAs grown on a thin LuAs layer,
(c) LaAs grown on a thin LuAs layer with arsenic cap, and (d) LaAs grown
between thin LuAs layers.

Powder diffraction data11 for the La-As stable phases and
various crystalline orientations of rocksalt LaAs failed to
definitively clarify the origin of the anomalous peaks, suggesting a mixture of effects during the growth of the LaAs
on GaAs.
Unlike LaAs, LuAs forms in a single rocksalt phase.10
Additionally, like ErAs, LuAs has been shown to grow with
high-quality on III-V substrates,1,12 and is nearly latticematched to GaAs. In order to suppress the formation of nonrocksalt phases on (100) III-V substrates, we inserted a thin
coherent LuAs barrier layer, as sketched in Fig. 1(b),
between the GaAs buffer and LaAs films. The initial motivation was to use the LuAs thin film as a rocksalt template to
seed a single-phase LaAs rocksalt growth. Moreover, LuAs
has been observed to be well-behaved on GaAs,12 it could
provide a more stable crystalline template for the nucleation
of LaAs. Bright, streaky, 1  1 RHEED patterns were
observed Fig. 2(b) for LaAs films grown at 460  C and 46:1
RE:As BEP ratio on GaAs below the critical thickness; as
shown in Fig. 2(c), slightly degraded surface morphology
was observed in the RHEED pattern after the LaAs film
exceeded the critical thickness. However, no polycrystalline
rings were observed in the RHEED patterns of films grown
using the LuAs barrier layer. Both 5 and 10 ML of coherent
LuAs were investigated as barrier layers, but no discernible
difference was observed in the quality of the LaAs growth
between the two thicknesses. For LaAs grown on n-type
InAs substrates, a 2.5 ML LuAs seed was employed to avoid
strain relaxation of the highly lattice-mismatched LuAs on
InAs. In the x-2h scans of these samples, no peaks from
other La-As phases were detected.
Even with this improvement, the x-2h scan (Fig. 3(b))
still showed one remaining anomalous peak at an angle of
13.5 , whose corresponding lattice parameter exceeded
that of LaAs. Varying growth parameters did not affect its

FIG. 2. RHEED patterns of LaAs growth. (a) Polycrystalline RHEED pattern of LaAs on GaAs, (b) LaAs grown on a LuAs layer before reaching critical thickness, and (c) LaAs grown on a LuAs layer after critical thickness.

FIG. 3. XRD x-2h scans showing the (002), (004), and (006) reflections.
Anomalous peaks are visible in the sample without the LuAs bottom barrier
layer, and disappear with the addition of an underlying LuAs barrier. A lowangle anomalous peak was observed in samples grown with the bottom
LuAs barrier layer only. This low-angle peak was not observed in the samples grown with top and bottom LuAs barrier layers.

peak intensity or position. Suspecting interfacial reactions
between the Ga, La, and As at the potentially unstable top
LaAs/GaAs interface, growth was repeated with a thick arsenic cap grown directly on top of the LaAs layer to prevent
oxidation of the LaAs film rather than the standard GaAs
cap. The XRD x-2h scan of the arsenic-capped sample
exhibited no anomalous peaks. Additionally, as shown in
Fig. 3, inserting a second thin LuAs layer between the LaAs
film and GaAs cap similarly suppressed the anomalous peak
at 13.5 . Instability of the LaAs/GaAs and LaAs/InAs
interfaces may be explained by the comparable enthalpies of
formation, given in Table I, between LaAs, LaGa, and
LaIn.13 In contrast, the enthalpies of formation for LuAs,
LuGa, and LuIn may be sufficiently dissimilar to prevent
interfacial interactions at heterointerfaces. This is consistent
with observations of the well-behaved ErAs/GaAs and ErAs/
InAs systems, which, similar to the LuAs/GaAs and LuAs/
InAs systems, have dissimilar enthalpies of formation.13
Additionally, Schultz et al. observed that nucleating nanostructures of ErSb on GaSb substrates form a diffusion barrier, limiting the interaction of Er and the GaSb layer
underneath.14 The LuAs layer may, therefore, limit interfacial reactions between La and Ga. However, it has been
observed that as ErSb nanostructures nucleate on GaSb substrates, the Ga atoms are displaced to the surface, where they
become available to bond.14 In the case of LaAs/LuAs/
GaAs, there may still be a small concentration of surface Ga
atoms interacting with La atoms, regardless of the LuAs barrier layers, possibly resulting in interfacial reactions. Thin
RE-V films have been employed as diffusion barriers in
metal/semiconductor growth by Schultz et al. in the growth
of Fe/GaAs,15 in Co2NiGa/GaAs by Shih et al,16 and in
CoTiSb by Kawasaki et al.17 Therefore, the poor quality
growth of LaAs directly on GaAs may result from both competing phase formation and interfacial reactions at the heterointerfaces due to comparable enthalpies of formation for
LaAs and LaGa. The thin LuAs barriers may, therefore,
serve a dual purpose: first, as a template for the initial
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TABLE I. Enthalpies of formation for various RE-V and RE-III compounds.
Arsenic
(kJ/mol)13
Lutetium
Lanthanum

75.6
73

Gallium
(kJ/mol)13
52.2
68.6

Indium
(kJ/mol)13
34.7
65

Multiple RE-V
phases?13
N
Y

nucleation of rocksalt LaAs, and second, as a barrier to prevent interfacial reactions of Ga, La, and As at the heterointerfaces.14 Further investigations into the root cause of poorquality LaAs on III-V growth are underway; however,
regardless of the precise effects of the thin LuAs barrier
layers, utilizing them enabled the growth of high-quality epitaxial LaAs films.
(224) asymmetrical reciprocal space maps (RSM) of a
67 nm (Fig. 4) and a 500 nm LaAs film (not shown) indicate
a nearly fully relaxed film. A similar residual strain of 1%
was observed for both film thicknesses, and may be as result
of a difference in thermal expansion coefficients between
GaAs and the RE-Vs.18 Surface morphology is an important
consideration for potential device applications. To this end,
surface roughness of the different structures was characterized with tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). A
Veeco Dimension ICON atomic force microscope was
employed to obtain surface topography images at roomtemperature, under ambient atmosphere, with a silicon probe
tip. Surface roughness was measured for scan areas of
3  3 lm2 for samples grown on GaAs with 15 nm of GaAs
cap on top of the RE-V layers to prevent oxidation.
The RMS roughness for LaAs films grown with and without
bottom LuAs barrier layers was 1.43 6 0.07 nm and
1.9 6 0.02 nm, respectively, suggesting that the LuAs barrier
layers only modestly improved surface morphology. Samples
were prepared for cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using mechanical lapping and argon ion
milling. High-resolution TEM images were taken of samples
with and without a bottom LuAs barrier layer. When LaAs
was grown on a LuAs barrier on GaAs, the resulting film
was found to be highly crystalline in nature, as seen in
Fig. 5(a). The fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the
interface (Fig. 5(b)), which was used as a good approximation to the selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern, suggests a

FIG. 4. Asymmetric (224) RSM of 67 nm of LaAs, with top and bottom
LuAs barrier layers, showing residual strain in film of 1%.

continuous crystalline sub-lattice of the arsenic anions.19 In
contrast, LaAs grown directly on GaAs resulted in a polycrystalline film (Fig. 5(d)) whose interface exhibited multiple
polycrystalline spots (Fig. 5(c)) in the FFT pattern. Further
studies will investigate defect density and propagation in
LaAs grown on III-V.20
Temperature-dependent
resistivity
measurements,
shown in Fig. 6, of a 500 nm film of LaAs grown between 10
ML LuAs top and bottom barrier layers exhibited a roomtemperature resistivity of 593 lX-cm and a variation in resistivity of 2 over the 77-300 K range. The resistivity of
the film increased with increasing temperature, consistent
with metallic behavior.21 The effect of parallel resistances in
the LaAs with LuAs barrier layers was accounted for using a
10 ML LuAs sample. We observed a 20% reduction in the
room-temperature resistivity of a 67 nm film of LaAs grown
without and with the LuAs barrier layers, from 566 lX-cm
without LuAs barriers to 459 lX-cm with barriers, which,
along with the observed improvement in the XRD x-2h
scans, strongly suggests that LuAs interfacial layers significantly enhance the quality of the LaAs. Preliminary results
from temperature-dependent resistivity measurements of
LaAs grown with and without barriers suggest that the
improvement may be even more pronounced. LaAs films
grown without the LuAs barrier layers exhibit a larger difference in resistivity between room-temperature and 77 K
measurements than films grown with LuAs barriers. At low
temperatures, the effect of thermally activated phononelectron scattering is reduced and, therefore, the effect of
carrier scattering due to poor film quality is more pronounced. Because the film with LuAs barriers have less dependence on temperature than those without, this suggests
that the LuAs barrier layers improved the quality of the
LaAs film.22 The disparity between the resistivity values of
the 67 nm and 500 nm LaAs films may be attributable to a
decrease in film quality due to an increase in defect density
with increasing thickness. Indeed, in situ observations of
RHEED during growth indicated decreased long-range order
with increasing thickness, suggesting a roughening in the
growing film. LaAs has a larger room-temperature resistivity
than those reported for LuAs1,12 and ErAs,1 potentially due
to a number of effects stemming from differences in band
structure and carrier concentrations.23,24
Optical characterization was conducted on a 0.5 lm
LaAs film using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), shown in Fig. 7. The peak transmission window of
LaAs, with transmittance above 20% in the wavelength

FIG. 5. HRTEM images of LaAs grown with and without LuAs barrier
layers on GaAs. (a) LaAs layer grown on a thin LuAs layer, (b) FFT analysis
approximating SAD pattern of LaAs/GaAs interface, (c) FFT pattern of
LaAs/LuAs/GaAs interface, and (d) LaAs grown directly on GaAs.
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LuAs/LaAs and GaAs/LaAs in more depth. In conclusion,
thin LuAs barrier layers enabled the growth of singlecrystalline epitaxial rocksalt LaAs with enhanced structural
quality and electrical properties. This approach has the
potential to be applied to other RE-V compounds that exhibit
unstable interfaces when grown on III-V materials and/or
multiple stable RE-V phases.
This work was supported by the ARO through the
PECASE Program (W911NF-09-1-0434) monitored by Dr.
Dwight Woolard, by the ARO through the YIP Program
(W911 NF-11-1-0455), and by the AFOSR through the YIP
(FA9550-10-1-0182) monitored by Dr. Kitt Reinhardt.
FIG. 6. Temperature-dependent resistivity of LuAs, ErAs, and LaAs films
normalized to their respective room-temperature resistivities. LaAs resistivity varied by 2 over the range of 77–300 K, similarly to what is observed
for LuAs and ErAs.

range of 3-8 lm, is noticeably different than those of
LuAs12 and ErAs,5 being both much broader and occurring
at longer wavelengths. This demonstrates that it is possible
to manipulate the optical properties of RE-V materials
through the choice of the rare-earth element. Additionally,
the reflectivity measurements, shown in Fig. 7, suggest that
LaAs possesses a Drude edge below 0.2 eV, in agreement
with measurements by Kimura et al.25 The apparent Drude
edge, combined with the metal-like temperature-dependent
resistivity, and theoretical band structure calculations,23 suggests that LaAs is semimetallic.
The growth of high-quality LaAs on GaAs substrates
was demonstrated using LuAs barrier layers. Films were
characterized optically, electrically, and structurally and
showed distinct properties from previously studied epitaxial
RE-As materials. Further investigation is needed to understand the issues surrounding the growth of high-quality single-phase rocksalt LaAs on III-V substrates and to determine
the root causes of the beneficial effects of LuAs barrier
layers. In particular, high-resolution scanning transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy could be used to study the interfaces of GaAs/

FIG. 7. Reflectivity and transmission spectra of 0.5 lm of LaAs. The Drude
edge appears at photon energies below 0.2 eV. Transmission spectrum has
peak wavelengths of 3.5–6 lm above 35% transmittance.
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